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In an earlier paper optimality conditions expressed in terms of a Lipschitz 
continuous function which satisfies a condition resembling the Hamilton-Jacobi- 
Bellman equation were derived. It was shown that a certain hypothesis, strong 
calmness, is the weakest hypothesis under which such developments are possible. In 
the present paper it is shown that strong calmness is equivalent to calmness for a 
wide class of problems. Support is thereby given to strong calmness as being a 
reasonable hypothesis, since calmness is apparently the weakest known hypothesis 
assuring normality, in the sense that the Pontryagin maximum principle applies 
with the cost multiplier nonzero. 
0. NOTATION, ETC. 
We denote by 1.1 the Euclidean norm on IRk. Given a > 0 and s0 E R k, we 
define B,(s,) to be the closed ball 
{s E Rk: 1s - S”l < a}. 
Let A r, A, be subsets of IRk. We say that A, is strictly interior to A2 when 
there exists some F > 0 such that 
A, + B,(O) CA,. 
We adopt the convention that a + b=-co when a= +co, b=-oo. 
Otherwise the sum a + b, for a, b E IR U (+a~ ) U {-co ) is evaluated 
according to the usual rules. 
The graph of a function J D --t C is written graph (f } i.e., graph (f } = 
{(d, c) E D x C: d =f(c)}. 
Let A be a subset of IRk. The set of Lipschitz continuous functions on A, 
denoted by Lip(A), is defined as 
Lip(A )= 
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We frequently refer to elements in the product space R” x IR (in which n 
is the dimension of the state space). When we use the symbol y to denote 
such an element we write y in terms of its components as (x, t): likewise we 
write y= (x-, t-), y+ = (x+, t’), etc. 
1. INTR~DU~TI~N 
In a recent paper [9], we gave necessary and sufficient conditions on 
solutions to a fixed endpoint optimal problem. For the class of problems 
considered, it was found that the weakest hypothesis under these optimality 
conditions can be developed is that the infimum cost has a certain stability 
property with respect to perturbations of the endpoint data. This property we 
have termed “strong calmness.” The object of this paper is to explore just 
how reasonable this hypothesis is. 
The optimality conditions referred to are expressed in terms of a Lipschitz 
continuous function 4 which satisfies a condition related to the Hamilton- 
Jacobi-Bellman equation. It is in the spirit of the sufficient condition for 
optimality in the Calculus of Variations which has a central position in 
Caratheodory’s book [ 1, p. 2081, and the verification theorems of Optimal 
Theory (see, e.g., [5-7, lo]). 
Now 4 is typically constructed, when it exists, by a field of extremals. 
Associated with this field is a family of trajectories which may violate the 
endpoint conditions in the optimal control problem, but which otherwise 
satisfy the necessary conditions for optimality in the form of the Pontryagin 
maximum principle. Since the optimality conditions expressed in terms of 4 
are sufficient conditions, we can expect this method of construction to break 
down, and possibly our optimality conditions not to apply, when the 
Pontryagin maximum principle yields trivial information about the solution 
to the optimal control problem. An instance when the information is trivial is 
when the problem fails to be normal, in the sense that the multiplier in the 
Pontryagin maximum principle associated with the cost integrand cannot be 
chosen nonzero. These, admittedly rather imprecise, remarks would suggest a 
connection between normality and the hypotheses under which our new 
optimality conditions apply, namely, strong calmness. Such connections are 
hinted at in Young’s book [ 10, p. 2641. 
Our main result is not a demonstration of the equivalence of strong 
calmness and normality, but something which, we believe, is rather close to 
it. In [2] Clarke provided apparently the weakest available hypothesis 
assuring normality. This hypothesis he called “calmness.” Calmness is 
equivalent to normality for “convex problems” (these are defined in 
Section 6) and would seem to be equivalent for a much wider class of 
problems. What we show is that, under certain boundedness and Lipschitz 
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continuity conditions expressed directly in terms of the data of the optimal 
control problem, strong calmness is equivalent to calmness. 
To the extent then that calmness is close to normality, we thereby 
establish that strong calmness is a reasonable hypothesis. Indeed experience 
shows that, in the solution of optimal control problems, lack of normality is 
seldom a problem which cannot be removed by reformulation of the 
constraints. 
Of course, strong calmness may fail to hold. For such situations we 
provide at least a perturbation result: under mild additional conditions on the 
data, strong calmness can be induced by an arbitrarily small modification of 
the endpoint data. 
We conclude by restating the optimality conditions of [9] in a form made 
possible by our equivalence results. 
2. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 
We shall study the optimal control problem 
i 
1; 
(P) Minimize l@(t), t, u(t)) dt (2.1) 
. r; 
subject to $ (t) =f(x(t), 4 u(t)), a.e. t E It;, ti 1, 
x(t,>=x,,x(tt)=x;, (2.2) 
u(t) E u(t), a.e. t E (t*, tg 1, 
(x(f), f> E Q? tE [t,,K+t]. 
In (P) the data is as follows: 
l(., ‘, .): R” x R x R” + R,f(., ., .): R” x R x R” --f P”, 
QcRnxR, 
distinct points y;(=(x; , t,)), Y$ (‘(xi, t$)) in Q, U(a), a map from R to 
subsets of R”. 
The following hypotheses are imposed: 
(Hl) For each x E R”, 1(x, ., .): R x RH” --t R,f(x, ., .): R x Rm --t iR” 
are measurable with respect to the product o-algebra Y x .A?. (Y’ denotes the 
Lebesgue subsets of R and 3 the Bore1 subsets of Rm). 
(H2) There exists a positive number K such that 
If(x, r. u>l + 11(x, t, u)l < K, for all (x, t> E Q, u E u(t) 
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and 
I./-(x, t, u) -f(t, t, u>l + I@, 6 u) - l(C t, u>l < K . Ix - 6 
for all (x, t) E Q, (& t) E Q, u E U(t) 
(H3) The projection of Q on (0) x iR is a bounded set. 
Now let B be an arbitrary subset of Q. A process in B is a pair 
{(x(t>,u(t); t- <t < t+ 1 ((x(.)3 u(-1) f or short) of an absolutely continuous 
function x(.), with graph in B, and a measurable function u(.) such that 
u(t) E q(t), fE (tr,f’ 1, (2.3) 
i(t) =./-(x(t), 4 u(t)), tE If ,t+], 
for some t -, tt E R. The point ((x(f -), f -), (x(f ’ ), t’)) is referred to as the 
endpair of the process. (x(f -), t -), (x(f +), t ’ ) are, respectively, the left, right 
endpoints of the process. A trajectory in B is the first component of a 
process in B. A control (u(f); tm < t < f  ’ } is a measurable function 
satisfying (2.3). 
A process in B is admissible if its endpair is (y;, y$ ). An admissible 
process in Q which minimizes the integral functional (2.1) over such 
processes is called optimal or a solution to (P). The infimum of values of 
(2.1) as (x(‘), u(.)) ranges over admissible processes in Q is called the 
infimum cost. 
We define qB: R”” X R?“+’ + iFi U (+a} as 
v~(Y~,Y+) = Inf 1(x(t), t, u(t)) dt: (x(.), u(.)) 
is a processes in B with endpair (JJ ,J* ’ ) 
(recall our convention for labelling components of y as (x , t -), etc). The 
value of qR(y-, y ’ ) is interpreted as +co, when (y ~, y + ) is the endpair of no 
processes in B (this is the case, in particular, when (y , y ‘) 6? Q X Q). 
Under our hypotheses, the function f  -+ E(x(t), t, u(t)) is integrable for any 
process (x(.), u(.)) in B. Also, the inlimum cannot be --oo. 
Finally we impose 
(H4) rlQ(YGYZ) f +m. 
It is to be understood throughout the paper that hypotheses (H 1 )-(H4) are 
true. 
In order to motivate some of the additional hypotheses imposed below, we 
point out that in many cases of interest the set Q does not define a constraint 
set in a real sense. Rather it is chosen to have the following two properties: 
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(a) T is strictly interior to Q, where T is the union of graphs of all 
trajectories (x(t); t- < t < t+ } which satisfy merely one of the endpoint 
constraints (2.2) of (P), and 
(b) Q is a convenient domain for the function 4 referred to in the 
Introduction. 
In these circumstances there exists a set A strictly interior to Q such that 
h(Y*;Y+)=l?o(Y*;Y+) for all y ’ in a neighbourhood of y; 
%l(Y-;Yi)=rlQ(Y-;Y:) for ally- in a neighbourhood ofy; (2.4) 
and in particular 
VJY, ; Y: I= vQ(Y* ; Yt )* (2.5) 
Certain results will be derived only under the extra hypothesis that there 
exists a suitable set A satisfying conditions similar to (2.4) or (2.5). In the 
light of the preceding remarks, such results may be interpreted as applying 
when Q is chosen merely to bound trajectories. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Our results concern the interrelation of two hypotheses on the inlimum 
cost for problem (P) as a function of the endpoint constraint data. The 
significance of establishing connections between them was discussed in the 
introduction. The first, calmness, is a natural adaptation to the present 
setting of a condition of the same name introduced by Clarke [ 3 1, The 
second, strong calmness, we recall, is the weakest hypothesis under which the 
optimality conditions of [ 91 may be derived. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given BcQ define @k:R”-fRU (-too}, i=O, 1, as 
@%) = rlB((X, + s, c* 1; (4 > G >>, 
@ids) = rlB((X,, t* ); (xt + s, G 1). 
Then (P) is calm on B if, for either i = 0 or i = 1, 
li,m$f ((@~B(s,~) - @‘f(o))/l~,~I} > --oo (3.1) 
for every sequence {sj} of nonzero elements in F?” converging to zero. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Given B c Q, (P) is strongly calm on B if there exists a 
real number k such that, for every finite sequence 
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(3.2) 
and 
(ii) G r,(y;, y’) > -k f lY;-Y,t_,I+IY,-Y~;I . ’ 
,+r, I 
(3.3) 
i72 
It is implicit in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 that (P) can be calm (or strongly 
calm) on a set B c Q only if vB(y;, y$ ) is finite and so, in particular, only if 
(y;,yi) E B x B (remember our addition rules for points in the extended 
real line). 
Strong calmness on a set implies calmness on the same set. Indeed the 
definition of strong calmness reduces to that of calmness when we ignore 
inequality (3.3) and when we require (3.2) to hold merely for finite 
sequences comprising only one element ((x’, t$ )) as x+ ranges over some 
neighbourhood of X’ (or when the corresponding property, in relation to 
perturbations to the left endpoint, holds). This is easy to see. Our main 
results is a partial converse of this implication: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, and A, be subsets of Q such that A, is strictly 
interior to A, and 
T4,(YGY~)= T4JY,,Y,+). 
Suppose that (P) is calm on A,. Then (P) is strongly calm on A,. 
(“Strict interiority” was defined in Section 0.) 
We have claimed equivalence of the notions of calmness and strong 
calmness. This is so in the sense of the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that there exists some set A strictly interior to 
Q such that 
V,(W~ t,). (x *’ 3 G> = vp((x-, t,X (d 3 t*‘)> 
for all x+ in a neighbourhood of xi 
for all x- in a neighbourhood of x; . (3.4) 
Then (P) is calm on A if and only if (P) is strongly calm on A. 
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Corollary 3.1 is relevant to situations where Q is chosen to provide an a 
priori bound on the trajectories (see the concluding remarks in Section 2). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let N, T be subsets of Q such that 
r,v(L’* 3 d 1 = v,(.Y* 9 4’; 1. (3.5) 
Then (P) is calm on some subset of N to which T is strictly interior if and 
only if(P) is strongly calm on some subset of N to which T is strictly interior. 
In applications of Corollary 3.2, T is typically identified with the graph of 
the trajectory x(.) associated with a “local” solution of the optimal control 
problem (see Section 8) and N with some neighbourhood of the graph which, 
if it replaced Q, would make (x(.), u(a)) optimal. In these circumstances. 
Corollary 3.2 asserts that (P) is calm on some neighbourhood of graph 
ix(.)) if and only if it is strongly calm on some neighbourhood of graph 
M.)l. 
4. TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
Throughout this section the data f, 1, Q, y;, ~2, are as in Section 2. 
Hypotheses (Hlk(H4) are, as usual, assumed to hold. 
The assertions of the first lemma are simple consequences of the 
hypotheses, and of the definition of q,{. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exist nonnegative numbers K, and L with the 
following properties: Let B be an-y subset of Q and let (~1 ,J’ + ) be the 
endpair of some process (x(.), u(.)) in B. Then 
(i) 1.r’:’ 1(x(t), t, u(t)) dtl <K, . (t’ - tt), 
(ii) /v~(.F,.?*))I < K, . (t’ -t ), 
(iii) q,& , y+ ) > -L, 
(iv) Iy’-y*-I<K,.(t’-t-). 
Now let 6 be a positive number. This will remain fixed for the rest of the 
section. The real number K is that of hypothesis (H2). 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 will be expressed in terms of sets B, , B, which satisfy 
B, +B,(O)cBz, B,cQ 
(the ball B,(O) was defined in Section 0). 
(4.1) 
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a positive number E such that, given any sets 
B,, B, satisfying (4.1), a point yt = (x’, t’) in B, and a control u(t), 
‘IOY’Yh’l II 
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t+ - &<t<t+, then there exists a unique solution on It ’ - E, t ’ 1 with 
graph in B,, to the differential equation 
i(t) =f(x(t), t, u(t)), x(t + ) = xi . (4.2) 
Proof Choose the positive number F such that the set ((x, t): 
1x1< KC, -e < t < 0) is contained in B,(O). Then if we define 
T= ((x,t):Ix-x+ )<KE,t+ -c<t<t’} 
we have that T is a subset of B,, since B, + Bs(0) c B2 . 
Define g(., .): R” x 1 t + - E, tt I+ W by 
g(x, t) =f(x, t, u(t)), (x, t) E T, 
=f(5, t, U(t)), (x, t) @! T. 
in which <=x+ +6(x-x+) 
a=sup(a:(x+ +a(~-x+),t)ET}. 
t +f(x, t, u(t)) is measurable for fixed x in consequence of hypothesis (H 1). 
We readily deduce that t + g(x, t) is measurable for fixed x. In simple conse- 
quence of hypothesis (H2), x + g(x, t) is Lipschitz continuous uniformly in t, 
and 
g(x, t> < K 
for all (x,t)ER”X [t+ -c,t+]. 
By standard results then [S] 
(4.3) 
g (t) = &Y(t), t), tE It+ - &,t’~,x(t+)=x’~ (4.4) 
has a solution x( .) on 1 t ’ - E, tt 1. However, by (4.3) and (4.4) 
Ix(t)-x+l<K.(t+ -t), a.e. t+ -e<t<t+. 
Thus x(.) has graph in T c B,. But g(x, t) =f(x, t, u(t)) for (x, t) E T. It 
follows that x(.) is a solution to (4.2). 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Let B,, B, be sets which satisfjj (4.1). Suppose that 
(x,(.), u(.)) is a process in B, with endpair ((XI, tC>, (XT, t’)). Then, ifxi 
is such that 
(4.5) 
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there exists a process (x,(a), u(e)) in B,(u( . ) as in the process (x,(e), u(e))) 
with endpair ((x; , t -), (xl, tt )) such that 
(x,(t) -x,(t)1 < epK+’ ) . Ix; -x; 1, fE [t-.t’]. 
Proof: Since x,( .) is a trajectory in B, , the tube 
T= ((x,t):t- <t<t+,Ix-x,(t)i,<6} 
is contained in B,. Define g(., .): rli” X It-, t+ I--) P” by 
dx, t) =f(x, t, u(t)) for (x, t) E T, 
=f(L (3 u(O) for (x, t) 6? T, 
where 
Here 
r = X,(f) + qx - x(t)). 
U = sup{a > 0: (x,(t) + a(x - x,(t)), t) E T}. 
Since .I-(-% (3 40) = &d-G 0 for (x3 0 E graph{x,(.)l 
dx,/WO = &l(t), 0, a.e. tE [t-,t+], x(t-)=x-. (4.6) 
f + g(x, f) is measurable for each x. We deduce from hypothesis (H2) that 
I ‘d-G 0 - g(L (>I,< K lx - (1 for x,rEmn,tE It-,(‘I, 
I g(x, (>I< K for xEF?“,tE [t-,t+]. 
(4.7) 
By a standard existence theorem 181 there exists a function {x2(s); 
t < s < f ’ } which satisfies 
2 (0 = &2(t), 0, fE [t-,t+],x,(tr)=x;. (4.8) 
By (4.6) and (4.8) expressed in integral form, and (4.7), we have 
h(t) - -~,((>I - h(s) - -r,(s)/ ,< K 1’ k,(a) - x&~>l do, 
for t-<s<t<t+. 
It follows that the Lipschitz continuous function t -+ Ix,(t) - x,(t)1 satisfies 
;lM-x,(f)1 GKlx,(O-x,(% a.e.tE It ,t’], 
Ix,(tr) - x,(tr)I = Ix, -x, I. 
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From Gronwall’s inequality we deduce 
Ix*(t) - x,(t)1 < eK(‘+‘~’ . /x2 ~ x,- 1, t <t<t’, (4.9) 
Proof of the theorem will be complete then if we can show that (x1(.), uz(.)) 
is a process in B,. But this is the case since, in view of (4.5) and (4.9). x2(.) 
has graph in Tc B,, and since g(x, t) =f(x, t, u(t)) for (x. t) E T. 1 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 AND COROLLARIES 
Proof of Theorem 3. I. Let A, and A, be subsets of Q such that A, is 
strictly interior to A, and 
Then there exists a set A I1 and a positive number 6 such that 
A,+B,(O)cA,, and A,,+B,(O)cA,. 
The number 6 will be so fixed for the rest of the section. 
Our concern is to show that calmness on A, implies strong calmness on 
A,. We firt observe that we can ignore the second component, namely. 
inequality (3.3), of the definition of strong calmness since this is 
automatically satisfied. To see this, we let ((~~~,:,y,~)}y , be any finite 
sequence in A, x A,. Then, by Lemma 4.1, 
(K, is the constant of Lemma 4.1). We see that (3.3) always holds with 
k=K,. 
It is convenient at this stage to introduce some fresh terminology, that of 
“chain,” the purpose of which is to simplify certain frequently recurring 
expressions: 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let B be a subset of Q. A chain in B is a finite 
sequence {(y;, y,‘),..., (y;, , , y$+ ,)} in B X B such that Y; = Y,’ = .Y$ and 
- 
Y,+,=Y,t+,=Y~. 
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FIG. 1. Constructions in proof of Lemma 5.1. In each diagram, the endpoints of the arcs 
z,. i = I. 2 . . . . . define the pairs (J’,~ .J,’ ) i = I. 2 . . . . . which in turn define the chain. 
Thus a chain is a finite sequence to which trivial initial and terminal pairs 
((JJ;, y;) and JJ$ , y$ )) have been adjoined. 
Consider now the following conditions: 
(G,) For arbitrarily large k there exists a chain (y;, y: }~y=‘,,’ in A, 
such that 
(G,) For arbitrarily large k there exists a chain {yi, y,? }yZ’,’ in A, 
such that (5.2) is satisfied and 
t: > tF-1, i = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
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(G3) For arbitrarily large k there exists a chain (y,:,y,? }r.‘,,’ in A,, 
such that 
ti = t i t - ,  )  i = 1, 2,..., N, N, t , t  > t*’ . 
(G,) For arbitrarily large k there exists x such that (x, t$)  E A, and 
G,(Y; 3 (A t*+ >> - rla,(y, 7~4 > < -k lx - -6 I. 
As we have observed, inequality (3.3) is automatically satisfied. Taking 
note of (5.1) then, we recognize G, as the assertion that problem (P) is not 
calm on A,. (GJ-(G4) are variants of (G,) in which the chains are subject 
to successively more stringent side conditions. 
The following lemma is proved in the Appendix: 
LEMMA 5.1. (GJ * (GA * (GJ * (GA. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 follows simply from the lemma: suppose that (P) is 
calm on AZ and, contrary to our claim, (P) is not strongly calm on A,. Then 
(G,) is true. By the lemma, (G4) is also true. This means that there exists a 
sequence { (xj, t$)} of points A,, distinct from y$, such that 
By Lemma 4.1, vA2 is bounded below. Equation (5.3) implies then that 
xj-xg. We see that inequality (3.1) of Definition 3.1 is violated when 
B = A, and i = 1. Obvious modifications of our arguments establish that it is 
violated when i = 0 also. We arrive at the contradiction that (P) is not calm 
on A,. It follows that (P) must be strongly calm on A,. 
Proof of Corollary 3.1. Strong calmness on a set implies calmness on the 
same set, as was noted in Section 3. 
We deduce from hypothesis (3.4) that, given any sequence {s,~} of nonzero 
elements in R” converging to zero, then 
for both i=O and i= 1. Here @i, i = 0, 1, is the function introduced in 
Definition 3.1. Now suppose that (P) is calm on A. In view of Eq. (5.1) (P) 
is also calm on Q. But A is strictly interior to Q. By Theorem 3.1 then, (P) is 
strongly calm on A. 1 
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Proof of Corollary 3.2. As in the proof of Corollary 3.1 we need only 
concern ourselves with showing that calmness implies strong calmness in the 
sense specified. 
If T is strictly interior to N c Q, then a set @ exists such that T is strictly 
interior to E, and N is strictly interior to N. Since T c # c N hypothesis 
(3.5) implies that v,Jy,,yi) = v,&;, yi). By Theorem 3.1 then, calmness 
of (P) on N implies strong calmness of (P) on fl. 1 
6. CONNECTIONS WITH NORMALITY 
We shall refer in this section to the following hypotheses: 
f(., t, u): R” + R, I(., t, u): R” + R are continuously differentiable 
functions for fixed (t, U) E R x R”, (6.1) 
and 
{(t, u): t E R, u E U(l)) is a Bore1 set. 
Of course, hypotheses (H 1 k(H4) remain in force throughout, 
(6.2) 
DEFINITION 6.1. Assume that (6.1) is true. Problem (P) is said to be 
normal at the optimal process (x*(.), u*(.)) if there exists an absolutely 
continuous function p(.): It;, t$]+ R” such that 
- $ (t) = H,(x*(t), t, u*(t),p(t)) 
and 
ff(x*(t), 6 u *(t>, P(f)> = p;, f+*(t), t, u, P(l)) a.e. t E [t,, t, 1, (6.3) 
where 
ff(& 4 U,P) =p ..I-(& 4 u) - 0, t, u). 
Clarke [2] has proved 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose that (6.1), (6.2) are true. Let (x*(.), u*(e)) 
be an optimal process such that graph {x*(a)} is strictly interior to Q. If(P) 
is calm on some neighbourhood of graph {x*(.)), then (P) is normal at 
(x*(0, u*(t)). 
We mention that, for simplicity, we have stated merely a special case of 
Clarke’s result. 
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In other words, “local” calmness implies normality. The converse 
implication is true for a subclass of problems, which we refer to as “convex 
problems” and label (C): 
(C) Minimize 
1 
[‘i [c@(t), t) + d(t, u(t))] dt 
* 
subject to g 0) = A (t> x(t) + s(4 U(f)) a.e. t E [t*,t*‘], 
x(t*) = X,) x(t$) = x; ) 
(x(t), t) E Q, t E I&, tt I, 
u(t) E a a.e. t E It;, t: 1 
The following hypotheses will be imposed: 
The data for (C) satisfies hypotheses (Hlk(H4) when we 
identify I(x, t, u) = c(x, t) + d(t, u), f(x, t, u) = A (t)x + g(t, u) (6.4) 
and 
x + c(x, t) is convex and continuously differentiable for fixed 
fE R. (6.5 1 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose that (6.4) and (6.5) are true. Let 
(x*(.), u*(.)) be an optimal process for problem (C). If (C) is normal at 
(x*(.), u(+)), then (C) is calm on Q. 
Proof Let (x*(.), u*(.)) be the optimal process of the proposition, and 
let (x(.), u(.)) be an arbitrary process in Q with endpair ((x;, t;), (<, t:)). 
By the convexity of c(., t), we have 
It’ [c(x(t), t) + d(t, u(t))] dt -I’* Ic(x*(t), t) + d(t, u*(t))1 dt 
. f* 1, 
> jr’ c,(x*(t), t) . (x(t) -x*(t)) dt + 1.” Id(t, u(t)) - d(t, u*(t))] dt. 
-f* 4 
Adding to the right-hand side of this inequality the term 
.I:; [p(t) . ($- (t) -A(t) x(t) - g(t9 U(f))) 
* 
-P(t) . (Z(t) - ( ) A t x* -g(t, u*(t))) ] dt 
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which is zero, and integrating the term p(t) . (dx/dt(t) - dx*/dt(t)) by parts, 
we may replace the right-hand side by 
- I 
1-t 
[ff(x*(f), t, u(t),&)) - f+*(t), t, u*(t),p(t))l dt +p(t) . (t- xi). ,’ 
(6.6) 
Here 
H(x, t, u, p) = p . (A (t)x + g(t, u)) - c(x, t) - d(t, u). 
However, the integral in expression (6.6) is nonpositive, by Eq. (6.3). The 
expression then is bounded below by -K 15 - xi /, where 
K = I p(t:, >I. 
It follows that 
rl&, 9 f; >, (6 ff 1) - va((x; 3 f: h (4 1 f:: 1) > -K It - xi Is 
We have shown that (C) is calm on Q. m 
We may now combine Corollary 3.2 and Propositions 6.1 and 6.2, and 
conclude 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose that (6.4) and (6.5) are true. Let 
(x*(.), u*(s)) be an optimal process for (C) such that graph (x*(.)) is 
strictly iriterior to Q. Then (C) is strongly calm on a neighbourhood of graph 
(x*(.)) if and only if(C) is normal at (x*(.), u*(s)). 
We have shown that normality and “local” strong calmness coincide for 
convex problems. It remains a promising, but as yet unproved, conjecture 
that the two notions coincide for a significantly larger class of problems than 
that of convex problems. 
7. STRONG CALMNESS OF A PERTURBED PROBLEM 
In the preceding section, support was given to strong calmness as being a 
reasonable hypothesis on the grounds that it is equivalent to the normality 
hypothesis (at least for convex problems). We recall that the concept of 
calmness and Theorem 3.1 were crucial in providing a bridge between the 
two hypotheses. 
Nonetheless strong calmness may fail to hold. The present section is 
relevant to such circumstances; we give mild hypotheses, expressed directly 
in terms of the data for problem (P), under which we may induce strong 
calmness by making an arbitrarily small perturbation of the endpoint data. 
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In proving results of this section too, calmness and Theorem 3.1 have a 
prominent position. It is relatively straightforward for us, using a property of 
lower semicontinuous functions proved by Ekeland and Lebourg 141 in a 
form noted by Clarke, and standard compactness arguments, to show 
calmness of a perturbed problem. Theorem 3.1 then permits us to replace 
calmness by strong calmness. 
The extra hypotheses (besides (Hl)-(H4) which we will need to impose 
are: 
4x, 6 .>,f(x, t, .) are continuous for each (x, t) E R” X iR. (7.1) 
There exists a compact set R c Rm such that U(t) = Q for all 
tE 1t*,t:1. (7.2) 
The subset ((:&;:;“,:): u E 0) of R”+’ is convex for each 
(x, t) E mn x I?. (7.3) 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Suppose that (7.1)-(7.3) are true. Let A be strictly 
interior to Q and such that 
(7.4) 
for all r is a neighbourhood of x* . Then, given any E > 0, there exists r* E A 
such that 
1r*-x:1 <E (7.5) 
and the perturbed problem, obtained by replacing xi in problem (P) by c*, is 
strongly calm on A. 
We remark that hypotheses (7.1)-(7.3) are the usual conditions, which 
taken with (H 1 )--(H3), assure lower semicontinuity of no. For justification 
of hypothesis (7.4) we refer to the end of Section 2. 
Before proving the proposition, we state the results of Ekeland and 
Lebourg [4] mentioned earlier in this section. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let B be a Banach space (we write the norm 1. IR) and let 
F: B + R U (+a~ } be a lower semicontinuous function. Then corresponding 
to every point b in some dense subset of {b: F(b) # +co } there exists a 
positive number c and a neighbourhood N of b such that 
F(b)-F(b)>-c/b-b), for all b E N. 
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Let 6 be any positive number such that (7.4) 
holds for all r E Bg(x$ ). Define F: I?” -+ R U (SC0 } by 
FK) = vJ(-G 3 tz 1, (t-7 tt 1) for t E B,(4), 
=+a otherwise. 
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Notice that, by Lemma 4.1, F so defined cannot take value -co. In fact we 
have 
F(t) > -L for all r E R”, (7.6) 
where L is the real number introduced in Lemma 4.1. 
We claim that F is lower semicontinuous. To verify this it is clearly 
sufficient to show that, given any r E B,(x$ ) and any sequence {&) in 
B,(x,i) with limit < such that F(&) < co, i = 1, 2..., and such that 
limi,= F(&) exists, then 
liz F(Ci) 2 F(t). (7.7) 
Take such a sequence (G) converging to some r in B,(x$). Since the F(&)‘s 
are finite there exists a corresponding sequence of processes ((xi(.), ui(.))} 
with the following properties: 
(Xi(.), Ui(.)) has endpair ((x;, t:), (ci, tt )), i = 1, 2 ,..., 
graph{x,(.)} c A, i = 1, 2 ,..., and 
lim 
I 
*I’ ~(xi(t)y t, ui(t)) dt = ,I[: F(ri)* 
i-x I, 
(7.8) 
We now use the hypotheses, and compactness arguments standard in the 
“existence of optimal controls” literature (see, e.g., [5]) to draw the 
following conclusions: there exists an absolutely continuous function x(.) 
and a control u(.) such that, possibly following extraction of subsequences, 
xi(*> + x(‘> uniformly, 
fi: Z(xi(t), t, ui(t)) dt + f‘ Z(x(t), t, u(t)) dt, 
.I; 1; 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
and 
$ (0 =f(xw~ 4 u(t)), x(r,)=x*,x(t;)=r. 
Since each xi(.) has graph in A, it follows from (7.9) that x(.) has graph 
in Q (which, by hypothesis, contains the closure of A). Clearly then 
(x(a), u(e)) is a process in Q with endpair ((x;, t,), (t;, t$)). By definition of 
F 
I Ii Z(x(t), t, u(t)) dt 2 F(r). (7.11) Ii 
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Inequality (7.7) now follows from (7.8), (7.10) and (7.11). We have shown 
that F is lower semicontinuous. 
The hypotheses under which Lemma 7.1 applies have been verified. We 
conclude existence of some r* in B6(x$) satisfying (7.5), and of positive 
numbers c, 6 such that 
Bdr*) c B,(4 1 (7.12) 
and 
F(t)--(<*)a--c/t-P for all <E Bx(<*). (7.13) 
By (7.12) and the definition of F, (7.13) can be written 
rlQ((Xii 3 t* 13 K G >> - rlQ(GG 9 t* 13 (x$3 G 1) > --c I r - r* I 
for all c E Bg(c*). 
Now by (7.6) 
where C = max (c, 2L/8}. 
Inequality (7.14) means that the perturbed problem is calm on Q. By 
Theorem 3.1 then the perturbed problem is strongly calm on A. 1 
8. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
Finally we examine implications of the results of Section 3 to the 
optimality conditions supplied in [ 9 ]. 
It is necessary to introduce extra hypotheses since those under which the 
results of Section 3 apply and those introduced in [9] do not coincide. 
There exists a set 0 such that U(t) = a for all t, (8.1) 
and 
“fc.3 ., u): mn x IFi --f R”, 1(., .) u): IF?” x G + r, are continuous 
functions for all u E R. (8.2) 
Our first result is an amalgam of Corollary 3.1 and 19, Theorem 5.2AI. 
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PROPOSITION 8.1. Suppose that (8.1) and (8.2) are true. Let (x(a), u(e)) 
be an admissible process. Suppose that there exists an open set A, containing 
graph (x(.)) and strictly interior to Q, such that: 
q,((t*, t;), (x+, tt)) = qa((x*, t;), (x+, t*‘)) for all x+ in some 
neighbourhood of xi, 
and 
v,(W , t,;), (xi, tZ >> = I?~((x~, tii), (x; , t; 1) for all -Y in some 
neighbourhood of x4: . 
Then 
(i) If (P) is calm on A it follows that there exists some 4 E Lip(A) 
such that 
4,(x, t) + #;(x, t)f(x, t, u) < /(x, t, u) for all u E n and all points 
(x, t) E A at which 4 is differentiable (8.3) 
and (x(.). u(.)) is optimal if and only if 
f 4(x(t)t) = Wt), t, u(t)) a.e. t E [t; , t$ 1. (8.4) 
(ii) Zf (P) is not calm on A, there exists no 4 E Lip(A) such that (8.3) 
and (8.4) hold. 
Part (i) of the proposition provides the optimality condition. Part (ii) 
asserts that no such optimality applies in the absence of calmness. Of course 
the essential difference between Proposition 8.1 and [9, Theorem 5.2A] is 
that “calmness” has replaced “strong calmness.” 
Corollary 3.2 permits derivation of a kind of local version of Proposition 
8. I. In this connection we define an admissible process (x(.), u(.)) to be a 
local solution to problem (P) if there exists a neighbourhood N of graph 
(x(.)} such that (x(.), u(.)) is a solution to the problem obtained from (P) by 
replacing Q by N. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Suppose that (8.1) and (8.2) are true. Let (x(e), u(.)) 
be an admissible process. We have 
(i) If (P) is calm on some neighbourhood of graph {x(.)) it follows 
that (x(s), u(.)) is a local solution to (P) zf and only tf there exists some 
neighbourhood N of graph (x(.)} and some 4 E Lip(N) such that: 
4,(x, 4 + 4.&x, t) f (x3 t, u) < 4x3 t, u> (8.5) 
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for all u E a, all (x, t) E N at which I$ is differentiable and 
f $wt), t> = &Y(t), t, u(t)>, a.e. t E It*, tt j. 
(ii) Zf (P) is not calm on some neighbourhood of graph ix(.)} there 
exist no neighbourhood N of graph (x(.)) and 4 E Lip(N) such that (8.5) 
and (8.6) are satisfied. 
Proof. The proposition is a simple consequence of Corollary 3.2, 19, 
Theorem 5.2A] and the following observation which is implied by 19, 
Lemma 6.21: if there exists some neighbourhood N of graph {x(.)), some 
$ E Lip(N) and some admissible process (x(.), u(.)) such that (8.5) and (8.6) 
are satisfied, then (x(e), u(.)) is a local solution to (P). 
We remark finally that if problem (P) takes the special form of the convex 
problem (C) (see Section 6), then the necessary condition for optimality 
implicit in Proposition 8.2 still applies when we replace “calm on some 
neighbourhood of graph (x(e))” by “normal at the optimal process 
(XC.), u(.)).” 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The constructions used in the proof are 
summarized in Fig. 1. These essentially involve replacing (for j = 1, 2, 3) a 
chain {(JI;,~‘)}~=‘~ which satisfies the appropriate side conditions and the 
inequality in (Gj) by a new chain satisfying the more stringent side 
conditions associated with (Gj+ ,) in such a manner that the change in 
,2x, rlc.,(Y-hY+) and in CT=t”=‘l’ 1 y,: - y,‘_ r 1 is bounded by an a priori 
constant times the former value of C~=‘, / yi - y,‘_ 1 ]; the new chain then 
satisfies the inequality in (G,,,) for some reduced, but still arbitrarily large, 
constant k. The construction of the new chain can lead us out of the subset 
of Q containing the components of the old chain; this is why (G&o-() are 
expressed in terms of successively larger sets A, , A, *, A *. 
(G,) implies (G,). Suppose (G,). Then for arbitrarily large k there exists 
a chain ((y;, y,?)}yYt/ in A, which satisfies (5.2). 
We introduce the chain (y^,:,y^,? }y=‘/ obtained from ((JJ:,~‘)}?=‘,,’ by 
omitting all pairs (y; , yz), 1 < m < N, such that 
It is clear that 
for some i < m. 
i: > i ; - ,  )  i = 1, 2 ,... , A. (A.11 
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We shall shortly show that 
At1 N+I Nil 
(A.21 
and 
(in (A.2) and (A.3), K, is the real number introduced in Lemma 4.1). These 
inequalities, together with (5.2) imply, for k > K:, 
where k = (k - Kf)/( 1 + K,). Inequalities (A.l) and (A.4), and the fact that 
2 can be made arbitrarily large by appropriate choice of k, imply that (G,) is 
true. 
It remains to prove inequalities (A.2) and (A.3). Suppose that, in the 
construction of ((y^,:,y^‘)} from ((yi,y:)}, the pairs (y,:,~,?) and (yj, kt ,, 
Y!+k+ 1) are retained, but the intermediate pairs (y;; I, JJ,++ ,),..., (4’;; k, J,?+ k) 
are dropped. We may apply Lemma 4.1, since the q,$ ,(y,:.~j:)‘s must be 
finite. This gives 
But ti+tk < t,? since, as we have assumed, (JJ,:~,, y,‘, k) is excluded in the 
construction of ((9; , $,f )). It follows that 
itk 
1 1 y,f - y,: 1 < K I 
i-i+ I 
Notice also that 
itktl ii h 
This identity and inequality (A.5) yield 
itktl 
IYGk, I -y’lG(l +K,) \’ /Yj-.Y..J. 
64.5) 
(A.61 
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We 
(ri 
obtain a bound on the change of the value of ~~~~ vn ,(yi , y,?), when 
,y,?)) is replaced by ((y”;, CT)), by summing terms of the form given by 
the right-hand side of inequality (AS) and by application of Lemma 4.1. 
There results (A.2). Likewise, (A.3) follows from (A.6). 
(G,) implies (G3). Suppose that (G,) is satisfied. Then, for k arbitrarily 
large, there exist processes ((xi(.), ui(.))} ;- “‘i in A, with endpairs defining the 
chain { ~1,: , -J+ )},yJ,,’ such that 
t; > t,t,, i = 1, 2,..., N (A.7) 
and 
We now suppose that 
It: ~ t;-,/ <E, i = 1, 2.. .., N + 1, (A.9) 
where E is the positive number of Lemma 4.2. No loss of generality is 
involved in so doing. To see this observe that, by Lemma 4.1 
Ntl li 
lye [ ‘(Xi(t), t, u!(t)) dt 
* r; 
N+l .v+ I 
>---K, x (tf-CT)=-K, x (t;.,-t;)+t; -tG 
i=l i-l 
3--K, 
Also by Lemma 4.1 
These two inequalities, and (A.8), give 
2K,I~,t-~y,l>(k-K,). 1 l~i-~,t,l. 
i=l 
(A. 10) 
It is clear from inequality (A.lO) that, by choosing k sufficiently large, we 
may arrange that x72,’ 1 y; - y,‘_ r 1 is arbitrarily small and, in particular, 
that inequality (A.9) holds. 
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Let U(.) be an arbitrary control. We introduce the processes 
{(.fi(*>, Gi<‘))}?Z+: in Al2, whose endpairs define the chain { (y^;, j:)}yrti, as 
follows: for i = l,..., N 
f,pti’-,,f; =t? I 3 
&(t) = l.Q(t) for tE(tit_,,t+]n[t,~,t+], 
= i(t) for t E (t:-,, tt]\[t;, tf ], 
and Ti(.) is given by 
%ii(t) =S(ii(t>, tY u i^(t>>, a.e. t E [t^ i, i+ ], i(t+) = xi(t’). (A.1 1) 
If t, > t; ) then we choose (u ,^+ ,(.), Z,v+,(.)) to be a trivial process with 
endpair (~2, y,f,’ ). If t, < tz , then 
i- + Nt I = t, 3 t+ ,v+, =G 
and UIN+,(.), TN+,(-) are defined by 
and 
d . 
-XN+ I@) =f(‘%+ I@>? t, &‘+ I@>), dt 
a.e. t E [i,;, , , i,$+ , ], .?,v, ,(t*’ ) = -Y$ . 
(A.12) 
This completes specification of { (-Gi(.), ii(.))}. This specification is unam- 
biguous in view of inequality (A.7). We remark that Eqs. (A.1 1) and (A.12) 
well define the curves ai( t,: < t < t,?, in A i2 in consequence of inequality 
(A.9) and Lemma 4.2. 
Notice that ai and Ci(.) are both restrictions (if t,$ , > t,:) or extensions 
(if t TP, <t;) of xi(.) and ui(.) to [t^ ;, t^ ,?], i = 1, 2 ,..., N + 1. Examination of 
the construction reveals that 
It follows then from Lemma 4.1 that 
Nt2 ii \‘ 
,20 I ’ Z(ai(t), t, u”,(t)) dt ii 
N+1 
Z(xi(t), t, q(t)) dt + K, c /t; - ti’-, I. (A. 14) 
i=l 
40Wh ’ I 12 
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We note also that the values of xi(.) and ai coincide on either f,: or i{:, 
for i = 1, 2,..., N + 1. It follows from this property, inequality (A. 13) and 
Lemma 4.1 that for i = 1, 2 ,..., N + 1, 
But then, for i = 1, 2 ,..., N + 1, 
Note, however, that either I y^,+ I -9, I = I ye+ , - y,’ I (in the case tc > t$ ) 
or Iy;+i-~y^,tI=IZ;+,-,?$/ (in the case f,$<f*+); also $,;+,=y^,G+,. It 
follows 
,< fi max{ 1,2K,} 1 1~; -yt-,I. (A.15) 
i-1 
On combining inequalities (A.8), (A.14) and (A. IS), there results 
wherei; = (k - K,)/(\/Z maxi 1,2k}). 
-Y,‘_,l >1 
The number 2 can be made arbitrarily 
small by appropriate choice of k; thus (G3) is true. 
(G3) implies (G4). Suppose that (G3) is true. Then for arbitrarily large k 
there exists a collection of processes {(ui(.), xi(.))}r2,,’ in A,,, whose 
endpairs define the chain ((y;,yF)}y:+,‘, such that 
(A.16) 
t; = tTpl, i= 1 ,..., N, and t,’ > t$ . 
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We suppose that k is sufftciently large that 
N+l 
-T Ix,: -x:,1 < GcK@ (A. 17) 
i=l 
in which 6 is the positive number introduced at the beginning of the section, 
K, is as in Lemma 4.1 and D is the length of an interval I such that 
Q c R” x I. This may always be arranged (cf. proof of (G2) implies (G,)). 
Now define the control u(a) on [t;, t;) by u(i) = ui(t), if t E [tf-, , t,:). 
Consider the differential equation 
(A.18) 
A simple inductive argument based on Lemma 4.3 and which makes use of 
inequality (A.17) yields the following conclusion: for i = 1, 2,..., N, the 
solution to the differential equation (A. 18), with graph in A,, may be 
developed on [t; , t: 1, and 
i = l,..., N. It follows that 
t(t,<t<t+, (A.19) 
where a = eKD. By (A.19) and hypothesis (H2) (we use the fact that ui(t) and 
u(t) coincide on It,:, tt 1) 
.c 
tl NJrI t(? 
Z(x(t), t, u(t)) dt - \‘ 
t; ,Fo .c 
Z(Xi(t), t, ui(t)) dt 
ti 
/B7-~?-~1]. (A.20) 
where K is the real number introduced in hypothesis (H2) and b = KaD. 
Using inequality (A.19), we deduce 
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This inequality and Lemma 4.1 yield 
Ix(t*‘>-xtI~IX(fN>-X*+I+IX(~*+)-X(tN+)I 
~IX(t~-xX*t)l+K,IlN+--~I 
~~max{l,~,}l(x(ti:>,tiy+>-(x*+,f*+)I 
(A.21) 
where c = \/z max{ 1, K, }a. Lemma 4.1 also gives 
j” /(x(t), t, u(t)) dt - il’; l(x(t), t, u(t)) dt < Kl(tN’ - t;). 
f; * 
Combining this with inequality (A.20) we obtain 
i 
t*t 
Wf), t, u(t)) dt - I y7’ i” /(x,(t), t, q(t)) dt 
I; j=o -1; 
N+l 
‘v Iv; -y,‘_,l , 
,r, I 
(A.22) 
where d = max(K,, b}. 
From inequalities (5.21), (5.26), and (5.27) we deduce 
Wt), rt u(t)) dt - T,,(Y;,Y;) < -r; Ix(G) -xi 1, 
where k = (k - d)/c. 
Since 2 can be made arbitrarily large by appropriate choice of k, (G4) is 
true. 
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